
   
 

Overview 

Accurate load forecasting is essential for the power sector’s planning and management. This applies during normal 
situations as well as phase-changes such as the Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic due to variations in electricity 
consumption that has posed challenges to system operators to accurately forecast load. So far, few studies have used 
traffic data to improve load prediction accuracy [1,2]. Although the integration of traffic or mobility data can 
improve load prediction accuracy, different combinations of traffic data and other features are rarely tested for load 
prediction. Especially, the previous works did not assess to what extent this prediction accuracy held if time 
variables were included in the forecasting models. Therefore, this analysis aims to (1) investigate whether traffic 
data can improve short-term residential load forecasting accuracy during phase changes such as COVID-19 , and (2) 
test different combinations of feature set (historical load, weather, time, and traffic). This will help system operators 
to accurately forecast electricity demand when phase changes occur, or when historical load is not available, such as 
in case of predicting the electricity demand of competitors in a liberalized market. 

Methods 

To forecast target variable (aggregate, residential electricity load), we used the following four groups of features 
(independent variables): (1) historical residential electricity load, (2) weather-related, (3) time-related, and (4) traffic 
(road traffic and train traffic) time-series. All time-series were aggregated into an hourly resolution, from 2016-
2020. 
During the first step, some of the individual features, mainly weather and individual road traffic data that contain 
many missing values, were dropped from the feature list. In the second step, weather and time data were pre-
screened to remove variables that are strongly correlated with each other, and then were standardized and used as 
inputs to forecast day-ahead residential electricity demand. There were four different feature sets, which were tested 
(“Base”, Time”, “Traffic” and “All”1) in this analysis. Moreover, there was an assumption that historical electricity 
demand might already contain most of the information included in traffic data. To test this hypothesis, the cases with 
and without using historical load as an independent variable were also tested in the modelling. 
 
In the third step, for each feature set, the model was trained using pre-COVID-19 data for each feature set. To 
determine the impact of each individual feature, the features were added iteratively during the calibration process 
(stepwise addition) in order of increasing importance. During the first iteration, the model was calibrated with one 
feature. The importance of each feature was measured by root mean square error (RMSE). At the end of the first 
iteration, the feature, which achieved the lowest RMSE during the four phases (pre-COVID-19, lockdown, post-
lockdown, and strict regulation2), was retained for inclusion in the subsequent iterations. This process was repeated 
until all features from the feature set were added to the model. 
 
Finally, during the fourth step, the model performance (RMSE) of each iteration of the stepwise addition was 
reported by calibrating the data using pre-COVID-19 and calculating RMSE based on training dataset (pre-COVID-
19) as well as test datasets from three different phases (lockdown, post-lockdown, and strict regulation). Focusing on 
the forecasting technique, in this analysis, random forest was used to calibrate the load prediction model.  

 
1  “Base” includes historical load and weather; “Time” includes historical load, weather and time; “Traffic” includes 
historical load, weather and traffic; “All” includes historical load, weather, time and traffic. 
2 4 different phases were based on the pandemic situation in Switzerland: (1) Pre-COVID-19 (2016–March 2020), 
(2) Lockdown (March–April 2020), (3) Post-lockdown (May–October 2020), and (4) Strict regulation (November–
December 2020). 
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Results 
 
Descriptive comparison of residential load and traffic patterns 
 
Fig. 1 shows the average values of the residential electricity consumption and traffic variables (road and train) for 
each hour of the day during each of the four phases. For both electricity demand and traffic data, we can see that 
each phase has different magnitudes. However, daily patterns of each variable during each phase show almost no 
change except the patterns of the total number of train passengers during the post-lockdown and strict regulation 
phases. Focusing on the residential load for both DSOs, the different magnitudes of the four phases seem to be partly 
linked to the respective season. Regarding traffic data, the total number of vehicles and passengers during COVID-
19 decreased due to the introduction of stay-at-home policies. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Comparison of average residential load and traffic data during four phases. 

 
Electricity load forecasts  
 
The results from this study (Table 1) show that traffic data – as well as weather and historical load data – improved 
prediction accuracy both before and during COVID-19. However, time variables have a much more significant 
impact on prediction accuracy than traffic data. Adding traffic data to time, weather, and historical load data can 
only improve forecasting accuracy to a small degree. However, traffic data still improves load prediction when 
historical load information is not available. 

Table 1 The lowest RMSE (for day-ahead) of each feature set during each phase. 

 

 

 

 

Conclusions 

The findings suggest that the impact of traffic data on load forecasts is much smaller than the impact of time 
variables. However, traffic data could improve load forecasting where information on historical load is not available. 
The inclusion of traffic data as a feature could be justified for two main reasons: First, improving prediction 
accuracy in situations where historical load data is unavailable in real-time (such as for neighboring grid area 
predictions), and second, deriving further insights regarding the phenomenon of interest (the behavior of individuals 
in relation to electricity demand). 
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